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Opascor to build
P70M center at CIP
The Oriental Port and
Allied Services Corporation
(Opascor) will construct a new
P70-million Operations Center
inside Cebu International
Port (CIP) that includes the
building equipped with fullyfurnished offices.
Atty. Tomas A. Riveral,
Opascor chairman and chief
executive officer (CEO) said
the operations center is in line
with the Cebu Port Authority’s
(CPA) port reconfiguration
project which aims to increase
the yard capacity.
Riveral said the building
alone which will be constructed
at P40 million will help

maximize the use of the CIP area
for cargo handling activities.
It will be a three-storey
building where the ground
floor will be utilized as
Container Freight Station
(CFS) warehouse that will
cater container stripping and
stuffing activities.
The second and third
floors of the building will be for
Opascor’s department offices,
conference rooms, multipurpose hall and canteen.
Jonathan
Fernandez,
Opascor’s CIP operations
manager, said a command
center will be set up for realtime monitoring of vessel

and yard operations through
closed-circuit
television
(CCTV) cameras.
Fernandez said a viewing
deck and lounge area is also
designed for shipping line
representatives, vessel agents
and clients who wish to stay while
their vessel is being serviced.
Designed by Architect
Arnel Barrera, the building
will have a total area of
2,200 square meters. It will
be constructed by Engr. Jun
Fernandez of Secure Structure
Corporation and is expected
to be completed within 210
days from its ground breaking
last Oct. 18, 2019.

The groundbreaking of the
building was just a few weeks
apart from the inauguration of
the Finger Pier at the northern
part of CIP which Opascor
built at the cost of P1.2 billion.
Riveral quoted a famous
businessman who said “there
is no way to go but up, because
if you do not go up, then you
go down.”
‘So, that’s why, after that
Finger Wharf project, we do
not just stop, but we make
another phase of the history
of Opascor, which is a new
operations center building,”
Riveral said.
Riveral said there is no

OPASCOR Chair and CEO Atty. Tomas A. Riveral (left, in long sleeves) and Cebu Port Authority (CPA) General Manager Miole (third from right, in green)
grounbreak the P70-million OPASCOR Operation Center Building at Cebu International Port (CIP) lasts Oct. 18, 2019. Other OPASCOR officials look on.
PHOTO/ELIAS O. BAQUERO

such thing as being constant
in business. “The only thing
is the constancy of challenge.
There is always a challenge to
come, and therefore, we must
be more prepared to face the
challenge”, he remarked.
Riveral said the operations
center will always have a place
for Opascor’s employees,
adding that “business is a
partnership with workers and
their welfare is paramount
to us; partnership with the
government, especially CPA,
that’s why we pay taxes and
provide shares of income
to CPA and; we help the
government during disasters”.
Atty. Annabelle PulveraPage, Opascor manager for
legal customer care and IT
department, said the buildings
near the future operations
center were demolished to
increase the container vans
stocking capacity.
“We are going to optimize the
yard capacity of our international
port which originally has a
capacity of 10,000 TEUs. The
construction of the Finger Pier
and the expansion of the yard will
increase the capacity,” Page said.
“We are increasing the
CIP yard capacity to avoid
congestion. In fact, they are
avoiding it already by working
ahead of time. We see that
while there is an increase in
yard capacity, we were able
to respond. We are on tract,”
Page added. EOB
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NMIS to protect P11B hog industry
Director
Eduardo
Obliena of the National Meat
Inspection Service (NMIS)
held a triple celebration with
the aim of protecting the P11billion pork industry in Cebu
amid issues on African Swine
Fever (ASF).
First, was the 47th
founding
anniversary
of
NMIS; second, was the 26th
observance of the Meat Safety
Consciousness Week. Both
observances fall every third
week of October every year.
Third, is the thoroughgoing
information drive that our
pork is not harmful to eat.
“This year, we are on
information campaign that
Pinoy pork is safe to eat. This
is not politicking but merely
informing the consuming
public that the pork being sold
in the public markets, malls
and supermarkets are safe as
long as the pork undergoes
methodical meat inspection by
NMIS meat inspection officers
and Local Government Unit
meat inspectors,” Oblena said.

The pork must bear the
certificate of inspection mark
on the carcass to ensure the
pork has undergone proper
examination and is safe to
cook and eat.
Oblena
said
that
according to Nonon Tambago,
president of the Cebu Vendors
Cooperative, the NMIS 7
industry partner, the worth of
the hog industry in Cebu alone
is P11 billion.
“That P11 billion is locallyproduced only. These hog
raisers are either commercial
or
registered
with
the
government. They are now
campaigning for backyard hog
raisers to be their members
and join them in protecting
the industry,” Oblena said.
Oblena said that they
always uphold and abide
by the issuances or orders
that may be issued by the
secretary of the Department of
Agriculture (DA) to which the
NMIS is an attached agency.
He said the role of the
NMIS is to protect not only

the consuming public but the
industry as well.
In Cebu alone, there
are
two
privately-owned
and
operated
abattoirs,
and
two
NMIS-licensed
establishments. All these four
NMIS-registered abattoirs can
distribute meat in the entire
country, and one of them can
export meat to other countries.
The other abattoirs are either
locally-owned or operated by
the respective LGUs or private
facilities recognized by LGUs,
although not registered with
NMIS, as long as the meat
products or carcasses are
sold or distributed within the
locality only.
In all these abattoirs, there
must be highly-trained meat
inspectors who will monitor
and guarantee that the meat is
safe for consumption.
In
constructing
an
abattoir, the company or
individual owner must secure
Environmental Compliance
Certificate (ECC) from the
Environmental Management

Dr. Alvin Leal of the National Meat Inspection Service (NMIS) poses with
his colleague before the caravan starts to celebrate the 47th anniversary of
the agency.

Bureau
(EMB)
of
the
Department of Environment
and
Natural
Resources
(DENR). But before that,
there must be a clearance
from the host LGU pertaining
to land use, and in the case of
location, clearance.

He said there are two kinds
of abattoirs. First is the NMIS
licensed or NMIS-accredited,
and the other one is LocallyRegistered Meat Abattoir
(LRMA). NMIS just registered
it but did not accredit, only
recognize them. EOB

CITRASCO ready for total modernization set in June 2020
The
Cebu
Integrated
Transport Service Cooperative
(CITRASCO) said it is
now ready for the total
modernization
of
Public
Utility Vehicles (PUVs) with a
deadline set in June 2020.
CITRASCO
Chairman
Benjamin Ryan Yu told
Cebu Business Week (CBW)
that if an existing operator
will continue the transport
business, he will receive a
maximum of P80,000 subsidy
from the government.
Yu said the P80,000 will
represent five percent down
payment of loan to buy one
brand-new unit. The loan
will be taken from either
Land Bank of the Philippines
or Development Bank of the
Philippines (DBP).
However, Yu said the
five percent down payment
computation was based on
the P1.6 million per unit of the
first manufactured unit which
is considered unreliable. If
they will buy the reliable unit,
the price is P2 million. This
will also increase the down
payment to P100,000 and

the operator will now add
P20,000 from his pocket.
Yu
added
that
the
government has also allocated
a maximum of P20,000 to
scrap an old PUV unit. If an
accredited scrapping facility
will destroy a small multicab
passenger
jeepney,
the
operator may receive P10,000.
The owner of Isuzu Elf may
receive more.
In the Local Public
Transport
Route
Plan
(LPTRP), there may be
routes that will be shortened,
and some will be extended
depending on areas.
However, Yu said the
Local Government Units
(LGUs) which are tasked
by
the
Department
of
Transportation
(DOTr)
and Land Transportation
Franchising and Regulatory
Board (LTFRB) to do it
have not yet submitted their
respective LPTRP.
“This route plan was
supposedly submitted by
mayors of respective LGUs in
2017 and they are delayed for
two years now. That LPTRP

will guide the transport
operators on how many units
they need to buy to service in a
route,” Yu said.
Yu added that operators
are required by DOTr and
LTFRB to implement one
dispatch system that must
cover 24 hours a day.

At
present,
some
employees in malls who go
home at 10:00 pm have no
more access to transportation.
“That is one of the problems
that will be addressed in the
modernization program. In
the franchise, we are required
to run in our routes in 24

hours. That’s why we submit
to LTFRB, Land Bank and
DBP our plan to dispatch units
in the routes 24 hours a day,’
Yu said.
He said a transport group
may deploy one unit per hour
from 11:00 pm to 5:00 am and
10 units during peak hours. EOB

ON WAY OUT. Old jeepneys are on the way out. The government plans to phase these vehicles by July 2020 and
replaced them with modern vehicles.
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P9.3B container port
to start soon: Alegado
The construction of the
P9.3-billion Cebu International
Container Port (CICP) in Tayud,
Consolacion, Cebu will soon start
with South Korean contractors
and Filipino partners.
The project was funded
by the Overseas Development
Assistance (ODA) of South
Korea. The loan agreement was
signed by President Rodrigo
Duterte when he went to South
Korea in June 2018.
Alegado said this is a soft
loan so the interest is very low
(.000008 percent) but with a

condition that the South Korean
Government will be the one that
will provide the contractors,
which can be subcontracted to
Filipino firms.
She said the project was
supposed to have started in
October 2018, but was delayed
because South Korea was
choosing their contractors.
The
Department
of
Transportation
(DOTr)
originally
recommended
Daewoo Construction and
Development Corporation but
the foreign creditor rejected

because the company has just
declared bankruptcy.
The international port
is facilitated b DOTr but the
ultimate end-user is the Cebu
Port Authority (CPA).
Alegado said that in the past
years, a group of businessmen
headed by Reghis Romero II
expressed interest to construct
the international port through
a Public-Private Partnership
(PPP) but was strongly blocked
by CPA.
Just recently, Alegado said
DOTr officials met with her,

asking her assistance in the
implementation of the project.
“I met with officials of DOTr
and Department of Public
Works and Highways (DPWH)
for the proper start of the
project. This is a close deal. In
fact, I am now communicating
with the Korean ambassador
who requested me to help,”
Alegado said.
She said her assistance
includes negotiations for roadright-of-way and coordinating
with DPWH in constructing
wide
roads
that
would
compliment with the port.
As far as the contractors
are concerned, the instruction
from South Korea is 25 percent
Filipino contractors, amd 75
percent Korean contractors.
DOTr has put up a Cebu office
for the purpose.

Alegado refused to divulge
the names of the Korean and
Filipino contractors in the
meantime.
“My concern is helping
the realization of the new
international port in the
growing economy of Cebu.
Some shippers are disgusted
because they are paying high
demurrage especially that
Ocean-going vessels cannot
immediately dock at the
existing Cebu International
Port (CIP) because its size
cannot accommodate more
vessels,” Alegado said.
She said DPWH will build
three wide roads to compliment
the port, including a viaduct
that will connect CIP and
the new port passing Mactan
Channel and passing under the
two bridges. EOB

Probe of Nabcor for P100-million dairy goat project urged
The
Commission
on
Audit (COA) recommended
that the Department of
Agriculture (DA) conduct a
probe into a 2009 dairy goat
project by a now-abolished
government-controlled
corporation.
COA’s Special Audits Office
said the National Agribusiness
Corporation (Nabcor) wasted
the P100-million Dairy Goat
Development Project (DGDP)
that was funded through
proceeds from the Malampaya
natural gas project.
The
audit
agency
transmitted its findings to
the DA in a special audit
report dated December 10,
2018, and posted on COA’s
website only last September

18, 2019.
In its report, COA said
that out of 1,749 goats Nabcor
procured for the project, only
696 or 40% remained alive,
based on interviews with 120
project beneficiaries in 2013.
Half of the beneficiaries told
COA that the goats “were
not in good condition upon
receipt.”
The project intended
to import 1,830 goats, but
Nabcor only procured 766
imported goats and chose
to get 4,028 local goats, for
a combined cost of P74.94
million.
“No document was made
available to the Audit Team to
justify or explain the deviation
from the project’s original

objective,” said COA.
In additon, Nabcor procured
18 milking machines, but 8
distributed units were not used
and one was not distributed.
The purchase of these milking
machines was not compliant
with procurement laws, added
COA.
The DGDP sought to
address the gaps in poverty
incidence
by
providing
“employment and livelihood
opportunities to augment
household income through
dairy goat production by
providing dairy goat modules,”
noted COA.
COA also pointed out
that there had been two
failed public biddings before
Nabcor claimed to have asked

Stay of foreign workers in
PH islands limited: DOLE
MANILA – In a move to
intensify the campaign against
illegal aliens working in
the country, the Philippine
government now limits the
length of stay of foreigners
working in the country with
special working permits.
The Department of Labor
and Employment (DOLE)
said special work permits
for foreign workers are not
anymore renewable.
Dominique
Rubia-Tutay

of DOLE’s Bureau of Local
Employment said that under
the current policy, the issuance
of special work permit is just
for onetime, non-extendable
and maximum of six months..
Aside
from
limited
special
work
permits,
all foreign workers are
now required to get a Tax
Identification Number or TIN
from the Bureau of Internal
Revenue (BIR).
“Anybody working in the

Philippines has to pay taxes,
just as Filipinos who are
working abroad pay taxes, it is
a matter of following the law
and fairness to our people,”
said Finance Secretary Carlos
Dominguez.
He
further
said
the
government may be able to
collect an estimated P2.5
billion in taxes every month
from around 138,000 foreign
workers in the country, most
of which are Chinese.

the Australian embassy to tap
potential suppliers through
the Australian Dairy Goat
Consolidators. Nabcor said it
also informed the Federation
of Goat and Sheep Producers
Associations of the Philippines
about the project.
Ebenezer
Goat
Farm
was the only bidder for the
project and COA said there
are “no documents showing
that Nabcor indeed notified
the said parties about the
invitation to bid.”
The audit team discovered
that Ebenezer Goat Farm
– based in Capas, Tarlac –
started its operations only
in 2009, the same year the
contract was bid out. It did
not comply with the 3-year

requirement for suppliers
at that point in the bidding
process and said farm got an
authority to print receipts and
sales invoices from the Bureau
of Internal Revenue only on
November 24, 2009.
Nabcor was among the 3
agencies that then-president
Benigno Aquino III ordered
abolished due to involvement
in the multibillion-peso pork
barrel scam.
In its reply to COA,
the DA pointed out that
since Nabcor officials and
staff are not in government
anymore, and some are
already facing graft charges,
“the
recommendation
to
conduct further investigation
would be impossible.”

CMAP expands in Cebu;
local officers to take oath
before BSP manager
The Credit Management
Association of the Philippines
(CMAP) is determined to
expand to Cebu by putting up
a Cebu Chapter .
CMAP National President
Luis T. Arriola said the
group which has branches in
Singapore, Hongkong and
other countries, said that Cebu’s
economy is growing fast and it’s
now time to focus in Cebu.
CMAP
Cebu
Chapter

President Beth Sisican said the
officers in Cebu will take their
oath of office ar 12:00-3:00
pm on Oct. 25, 2019 at Rule
65 Dance and Resto Inc., Unit
A 101-102 Ground Floor. City
Times Square 2. Mantawi Drive,
Barangay Tipolo, Mandaue city.
Atty.
Gary
Maningo,
Department of Loans and Credit
manager of Bangko Sentral ng
Pilipinas (BSP), will officiate the
oath and as guest speaker.
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Digong’s biography
The invite went to
friends in college who
now find themselves in
the different sides of
the political fence. But
we came to be among
the first to read Earl
Parreño’s “Beyond Will
and Power – A Biography
of President Rodrigo Roa
Duterte.”
Thanks to the Stand
Foundation and lawyer
Emmanuel Nacorda Mongaya
Totol
Batuhan
for
making the event happen
at the Cebu Sports Club last Saturday afternoon.
“No,” Earl said. The book is neither pro nor anti Duterte.
It ended when Mayor Duterte won the presidential race in
May 2016. Fr. Ed dela Torre said (or was it a lament?) the
book stopped short of making conclusions.
However, Earl promised a well-researched book that proDuterte folks will appreciate knowing better the president
beyond the hype. Wife Doris, who headed the Visayas media
bureau of the 2016 campaign and lead convenor of Kilusang
Pagbabago Visayas, was there. Also present was Doray
Bucoy of the Philippine Women’s Commission (PWC).
Kid Cañeda, a key figure behind the National Movement
for Federalism (NAMFED), arrived in Cebu an hour earlier
just to be present at the book launch. Earl agreed to be with
us during the November national convention of the Political
Officers League of the Philippines (POLPhil) in Quezon
City.
Anti-Duterte personalities, Earl said, should also
appreciate the book from the perspective of “knowing your
enemy.” Well, Bimbo Fernandez was there. I remember he
left as a key Cebu City Hall official during the recent 2019
campaign to campaign for the opposition Otso Derecho.
Curiously, Earl teased us with a lot of juicy tidbits. The
information includes tracing the roots of Digong’s mother,
Nanay Soling, to a Fernandez in Cebu. Even Talisay’s former
mayor Soc Fernandez did not know about this but helped
him in locating surviving relatives, Earl said.
Apparently, Digong knew about the book but did not
respond to his requests for an interview. Still, Earl was
pleased to hear that the president was amused.
Those interested in getting their own copy of the
book should contact Stand Foundation. Find their page
in Facebook. Kilusang Pagbabago (KP) Visayas also plans
to help in the sales. PM me so I can relay their contact
information once they get their acts going.
***
Political operators (those who help candidates conduct
their election campaigns) who want to connect with the
POLPhil and join our November 23-24 convention at the
Quezon City City Hall may PM me. But best if you contact
Kid Cañeda or our national president Tuburan Vice Mayor
Aljun Diamante directly.
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When will water flow again?
Cebu City Mayor Edgar
Labella
moved
sooner
than later in booting out
terminating Joel Mari Yu
(chairman), Ralph Sevilla
(vice
chairman),
Cecilia
Adlawan (secretary), Procopio
Fernandez (member) and
Augustus Pe (member) as
members of the board of
directors of the Metropolitan
Cebu Water District (MCWD)
last October 15.
Mayor
Labella
said
the board failed to provide
solutions to Metro Cebu’s
water crisis. He is now putting
together replacements who
are expected to be known this

Atty. Gerardo Carillo

week.
However,
Joel
Mari
Yu won’t step down saying
the termination is “illegal
and invalid.” It is in “direct
contravention of no less than
the Philippine Constitution,
Presidential Decree (PD) 198,
existing relevant circulars
and
issuances,
including
jurisprudential guidelines.”
The impasse might reach the
courts to resolve.
Meanwhile, Metro Cebu’s
water crisis continues to
worsen. It was reported
that water supply dropped
to 216,000 cubic meters
last October 15. Metro Cebu

Emmanuel delos Santos Rabacal
President

Chairman

Emmanuel “Anol” Mongaya

Bebie Hiñola Baquero

Editor

Marketing Manager

Emmanuel R. Espina
Production Head

needs 400,000 cubic meters
of water per day to supply its
193,000 customers. Normal
average production used to be
at 235,000 cubic meters per
day.
Amid the controversy,
we hear of several quarters
proposing big desalination
and dam projects though
these may take time to break
ground if ever.
While officials battle it
out in court and before public
opinion, Metro Cebu water
consumers have only one
concern.
When will water flow
again?

Cebu Business Week is published every
week by Cebu Newsmakers Forum, Inc. All
contents of this newspaper are placed online
through Cebu Business Week Facebook
page.
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P100-B
trust fund
for coco
farmers

The Bangko Sentral nga
Pilipinas (BOP) will reléase
in circulation a P20 coin in
2020 following its scheduled
ceremonial
launch
in
December this year.
A study conducted by the
University of the Philippines
(UP) revealed that the P20
banknote is the most-used
denomination for payment
across the country. Because of
this, the P20 banknote is easily
declared unfit for circulation
and returned to the BSP for
replacement.
***
The
House
of
Representatives has vowed
to pass before year-end the
measure seeking to create a
P100-billion trust fund for the
use of farmers in the coconut
industry, which President
Duterte prioritized but had
previously vetoed.
Speaker
Alan
Peter
Cayetano
said
necessary
refinement in the measure
would be made by the Lower
House when it resumes
session next month to avoid a
third veto from the President
and for its implementation

next year. (Philstar)
***
Boeing Co.’s board has
stripped
chief
executive
Dennis Muilenburg of his
chairmanship title in an
unexpected strategy shift
announced
by
the
US
planemaker on Friday only
hours after a global aviation
panel criticized development
of the troubled 737 MAX.
The decision came as
Boeing struggles to get its bestselling 737 MAX back into
service following a worldwide
safety ban in March triggered
by two crashes that killed a
total of 346 people in Ethiopia
and Indonesia. (Reuters)
After
setting
recordhigh imports this year, the
Philippines is seen to buy less
rice in the world market next
year amid excessive supply
coupled with improvements in
the local production.
In the latest report of the
United States Department
of Agriculture – Foreign
Agricultural Service (USDAFAS), the Philippines is
expected to import 2.4 metric
tons (MT), 23 percent lower

than this year’s 3.1 million MT.
This as milled production
is projected to increase by
three percent to 12 MT as palay
production will inch up to two
percent to 19 MT. (Philstar)
Remittances
from
overseas Filipino workers
(OFW) totaled US$2.9 billion
in August 2019, 4.2 percent
higher than the US$2.8 billion
last August 2018.
This brings the personal
remittances for the first eight
month of 2019 to US$22
billion, up 3.6 percent from
last year’s level of US$21.2.
***
The International Monetary
Fund (IMF) which recently
slashed its Philippine economic
growth projections further to 5.7
percent for this year and to 6.2
percent for 2020, nevertheless
sees gross domestic product
(GDP) expansion picking up
this semester on the back
of
improved
government
spending, Yongzheng Yang,
resident IMF representative to
the Philippines, said in an email.
At the same time, Yang said:
“We expect growth to pick up in
the second half of the year as the

government accelerates public
investments.” (BusinessWorld)
***
The Department of Trade
and Industry (DTI) and
Department of Agriculture
(DA) are proposing a direct
selling scheme for rice in a bid
to stabilize prices.
In a statement DTI said
it is working with the DA and
industry partners to introduce
a new business model to
enable farmers to sell rice
directly to retailers.
Under the proposed setup,
farmers will be linked with
participating millers and the
milling rates for rice will be
fixed.
The
proposal
was
discussed by Trade Secretary
Ramon Lopez, Agriculture
Secretary William Dar, Trade
Undersecretary Ruth Castelo,
Agriculture
Undersecretary
Rodolfo Vicerra, and Pure Rice
Milling and Processing Corp.
president Jojo Soliman. So
far, three millers from Luzon
have expressed commitment
to take part in the program.
(Philstar)
(mannyrabacal1144@gma1il.com)

MCWD dismissal : Valid cause

The Legal Front
Atty. Gerry Carillo

Cebu City Mayor Edgar
Labella fired MCWD Chairman
Jose
Marie
Yu,
Board
Directors Ralf Sevilla, Procopio
Fernandez, Augustus Jun Pe,
and Cecilia Adlawan effective
October 15, 2019. The Mayor
sent a letter to them on the
same date of the effectivity of
the termination for their failure
to address the water crisis
affecting Metro Cebu.
Labella anchored his
dismissal of the MCWD top
honchos on the growing
infuriation among the Metro
Cebu consumers for the
lack or absence of potable
water in their pipelines. In
fact, the Province of Cebu,

no less than the Governor
and
Provincial
Board
Members, have expressed
their exasperation on MCWD
performance. Garcia backed
Labella’s decision to terminate
members of the MCWD board
saying that the water crisis
presently
experienced
in
Cebu is due to the uncaring
attitude of the officials of
the Water District towards
concessionaire’s
concern.
Eight local government units
joined in the affray of booting
out the officials expressing
their frustration over the
water district services. The
business sector likewise raised
its red flag for lack of water to
support its fledging industries.
In terminating the officials
of the water district, the
mayor based the dismissal
on Presidential Decree 198
creating the water districts
which gives the directors six
years term under Section
11 and which authorizes
the appointing authority to
dismiss the director for cause.
Although,
the
board,
through Chairman Jose Marie
Yu has resisted the dismissal

saying that the same is done
without basis and that the
act of the mayor is illegal and
invalid. Yu underscored the
provision of the law stating
that they can only be dismissed
with valid cause.
Yu while he admitted
the existence of the water
crisis but denies that the
present board had caused it
as the problem existed prior
to the appointment of the
present officials and instead
pointed the blame to the weak
governance and politics as the
culprit of it all.
Is
complaints
and
resolution of various cities,
mucipalities and sectors served
by MCWD including the
business sector forms sufficient
basis for termination?
A lawyer friend argued that
the phrase in Section 11 of P.D.
198 “FOR CAUSE ONLY” would
mean just causes founded on
due process of law. As the iconic
jurisprudence of ANG TIBAY
vs. CIR the Supreme Court
enumerated the procedure of
due process. He opined then
that the Mayor should follow
the procedure if he wants to

terminate the officials.
But Labella’s action is one
of its kind. Et quod post legem
– the reason behind the law
as I was made to understand
in the study of the law that
we need to beyond the letters
between the law – the spirit
that giveth life and not the
letter that killeth it.
In the whereas clauses of
P.D. 198 we are reminded the
reason why the water utilities
where created, to wit:
WHEREAS, existing domestic
water utilities are not meeting
the needs of the communities
they serve; water quality is
unsatisfactory; pressure is
inadequate; and reliability of
service is poor; in fact, many
persons receive no piped
water service whatsoever;
WHEREAS, conditions of
service continue to worsen for
two apparent reasons, namely:
(1) that key element of existing
systems are deteriorating
faster than they are being
maintained or replaced, and
(2) that they are not being
expanded at a rate sufficient
to match population growth;
This rationale MCWD

and its officers failed to attain.
With 30% of the consumers are
unable to have access to potable
water. Mayor Samsam Gullas
even complained that his city
is contributing 50T cubic liters
a day from Mananga Dam to
MCWD but his constituents
only received 35T cubic liters in
return, indeed something does
not sit well.
Yu claimed that MCWD
should be autonomous from the
LGU in fulfilling their mandate.
Again, he probably did not read
the law clearly as it mandate
control and supervision of the
LGU, to wit.
WHEREAS, local water
utilities should be locallycontrolled and managed, as well
as have support on the national
level in the area of technical
advisory services and financing.
He must have forgotten
that their position are in a
nature of policy making where
require trust and confidence
from the consumer. When
majority if not all as in this case
are up in arms against you,
delicadeza would certainly
get into your skin and submit
your immediate resignation.
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China’s invasion of RP through drugs

Cebu Legal
Pedia
Atty. Clarence Paul V. Oaminal

The
worlds
most
experienced country on the
drug war is China, not as a
victor but as a loser. It suffered
its most humiliating defeat in
the Opium War. Insulted more
when it was forced to sign
the Treaty of Nanking where
Hongkong was ceded to the
British Empire. But the worst
provision was that China was
compelled to open five ports to
allow the British merchants to
continue flooding China with
Opium from India (another
British Colony).
Taw Kwang, the Emperor
of China declared War after
his three sons all died of

This Business
of Living
Emm R. Espina

Tingbitay
sa Iro

opium overdose, the personal
vendetta became the nation’s
war, but the British knew that
they could easily defeat the
more than one million soldiers
of China against their few
thousand soldiers even before
the first burst of gunfire, why?
Because China has long been
defeated by the British when
the Chinese became opium
addicts.
China is a wise nation, a
student of history, they already
know how to invade a country
and make its own strong.
China dispenses the fastest
justice on drug crime, drug
users are forced to undergo
treatment and rehabilitation
while manufacturers and
peddlers executed with speedy
trial and death.
The
Philippines
particularly Cebu in the late
1800’s and 1900’s towards
the end of the Spanish
colonization and the arrival
of the Americans was the site
of “opium shipments”. At
first the Americans merely
regulated opium however
in 1917 it criminalize its sale
and use. The annals of the

Supreme Court says that Cebu
have had numerous seizures
of opium at the port. Customs
was professionalize by the
American
administrators
appointing Americans as
Port Collector in the Cebu
International Port.
China wants the West
Philippine Sea and there is
no need for them to fire a
cannon to invade our country,
what they need and they had
done is to flood our country
with the modern opium, now
called as shabu (the Chinese
Communist reinvented Yaba
into shabu as Ephedra, the
plant source of ephedrine
grows in Northern China).
All the shabu seizures in
the country for more than
three decades comes from
China also as all its essential
chemicals and precursors.
It is foolishness to believe
that shabu transporting or
its chemicals from China is
smuggled, it must have the
consent of the state or they
are simply incompetent.
There is only one rule in
China, it does not care if you
transport shabu outside of

China but never ever sell it
or make it available in China
itself.
This is the fact, thus our
President must plead to China
to stop or diplomatically
saying, help us in preventing
the entry of shabu from
China. The President must
also convince China to the
realization that there is no
need to physically invade
the Philippines or any of its
territory, why?
1.The Philippines has long
been invaded by China as no
province, city or municipality
that has no Chinese influence,
its public officials are either
Chinese or/and the business
sector owned by Chinese.
We have become slaves to
Made in China Products, no
household is exempted of this.
The country’s richest men
are Chinese so why invade a
country already invaded?
2.All Philippine Presidents
had had Chinese as Advisers
or Financiers and Powerful
Cabinet Members. Look at
the welcome and departure
entourage of our Presidents,
the majority are always

Chinese. This has become
the normal scenario of the
country.
Since this so, the President
must ask the Peoples Republic
of China of two things:
1.No need of projects or
donations as long as they Stop
all shabu shipments to the
Philippines, unless they admit
that they are so weak that they
cannot stop their criminals
from transporting shabu to
our country.
2.That the Philippines
will send all Chinese/Chinese
descent drug accused now in
our jails pending or convicted
to China and execute them as
soon as they arrive in their
territory.
The Main Supply Line
in the Drug Supply is at our
ports/airports but its source
is China. Let us stop it before
it reaches our shores and our
homes. On March 2004, the
PDEA-7 together with the
Australian Federal Police
seized 3.6 Billion Pesos
worth of pseudoephedrine
(an essential chemical in the
manufacture of shabu) at the
Cebu International Port.

The months of July,
August and September are
considered
“tingbitay
sa
iro,” which loosely translates
means “hanging of dogs” or
just a pessimistic attitude
when all sorts of “shorts”
occur.
This period means less
cash, or (matumal inTagalog
ang negosyo,) because the
ordinary working and salaried
people usually have spent
their
hard-arned
money
for tuition and other school
expenses during the preceding
months. It could also literally
mean “kulang sa daily needs
ang kita.”
The people who suffers
most in this scenario are the
daily earners. The vendor,
the jeepney driver, the daily
wage laborer and most of
all the underemployed who
depends much on daily
doleouts or “delihensiya.”
And those that are engaged in
the so-called “underground
economy.”
This yearly phenomenon,

as I may call it, first struck me
when I was a pharmaceutical
salesman in the 70’s.
True enough my clients or
customers, mostly drugstores
and dispensing physicians,
would dramatically decrease
their orders during said
months.
It was but natural as there
are less customers and less
patients during this period.
But I would check on other
retail outlets if this thing also
prevails.
True enough, the eateries
(there were no fastfood restos
before) were seeing fewer
patrons: and so are the retail
shops and cinemas and beer
gardens!
When that occurs, expect
the taxi driver or jeepney
driver to take home a lesser
amount for the simple reason
that there are no commuters.
Either the people have no
money for the fare or they are
just at home, hibernating.
That means also, less
people to victimize or

intimidate by the street
thugs who are having a hard
time also because of the
“tingbitay.”
And then it occurred
to me that this period of
“huway” occurs after the
second quarter of each year
yet disappears only before
Christmas!
The culprit of all this is
INFLATION. The spiraling
rise of prices for the most basic
and essential commodity tend
to tax some more the purse
strings of the people.
And the artificial spending
which triggers the economy
during the Christmas season
masks the rise of the inflation
rate. Until next year or the
first quarter of the New Year,
we begin saving, hoarding the
precious pesos, until the next
tingbitay.
And then the vicious cycle
starts again.
First we produce, helps
in the economic activity,
drink and be merry and
then Tingbitay sa Iro comes

around, then inflation rears its
voracious head again.
But some pundits would
say that the tingbitay months
are no longer confined to
those three months. It has
been prevailing the whole year
round.
That maybe true for some
people. Which is very sad,
considering that they are the
majority and also have less in
life, and are most vulnerable
to any of life’s onslaughts.
And for these people, hope
is the only thing that keeps
them clinging to life.
They are most exposed
to these hardships. Be it
hunger, disease, abuse, and
the seemingly utter lack
of justice as they air their
grievances; thinking that
the law is not biased to the
marginalized.
We do hope that the
tingbitay months are not so
severe this year. There were a
lot of things to be thankful for.
But life goes on. This Business
of Living continues.
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Dominguez to BIR: “Fast-track BOC hails top importers
audit of cooperatives”
The Bureau of Customs
(BOC) Port of Cebu has noted
that about 30 leading importers
for the month of September 2019
continued to import products for
food, power, communication,
transportation, and construction
which are being used in Cebu to
sustain the economy.
BOC Port of Cebu Chief
Cashier Conrado Abarintos said
the first ten leading importers
are Seaoil Philippines Inc.,
Steel
Asia
Manufacturing
Corporation, Asian Grains
Corporation, Cagayan Corn
Products
Corporation,
Mondelz Philippines Inc.,
Kaplag Trading Corp., Kepco
SPC Power Corporation, Phil
Gold Processing and Refining,
LTH Food Industries Inc., and
Cornerstone
International
Phils.
The second ten leading
importers
are
Petron
Corporation,
National
Grid Corporation of the
Philippines
(NGCP),
Cebu
Oversea
Hardware
Co.
Inc.,
International
Pharmaceuticals Inc. (IPI),
Smart
Communications
Inc.,
Petronas
Energy
Philippines Inc., A.D. Gothong
Manufacturing Corporation,
Mabuhay Filcement, Inc.,
All Seasons Federation of
Cooperatives, and Golden
Orient Ship Management.
The third ten leading
importers
are
Jorum
Trading,
Ajinomoto
Philippines
Corporation,
Ride’s Enterprises, Carmen
Copper Corporation, Ricor
Mills Corporation, Mabini
Farm Family Multi-Purpose,
Limchalo
Agricultural
Corp., Republic Cement and
Building Materials. PLDT

Inc., Samahan ng Magsasaka
sa Calawitan.
During the anniversary
celebration of the BOC last
August 2019, District Collector
Martin Mendoza gave several
awards to top importers at
the Port of Cebu, Subport
of Mactan and Subport of
Dumaguete,
partners
in
service or stakeholders.
At that time, the top
ten imports of the Port of
Cebu with corresponding
payments of duties and taxes
were: Seaoil Philippines Inc.,
P1,958 billion; Steel Asia
Manufacturing Corp., P1.172
billion; Eccosential Food
Corp, P742.5 million; KEPCO
SPC Power Corporation,
P574.3 million; Joyland
Industries
Corporation,
P550.8
million;
Cebu
Energy and Development
Corporation, P519.6 million;
Apo Cement Corporation,
P474.2 million; Taiheiyo
Cement Philippines Inc.,
P468.1 million; Cagayan
Corn Products Corporation,
P418.4 million; and Cebu
Oversea Hardware Co. Inc.,
P282.6 million.
Also at that time, the top
three importers of the Subport
of Mactan were: Panay Energy
Development
Corporation,
P5.8 million; Moreta Shipping
Lines Inc., P5.3 million; and
General Electronic Phils. Inc.,
P4.9 million.
The top four importers
in the Subport of Dumaguete
are: Filoil Logistics Corp.,
P3.1 billion; Wilmar Edible
Oils Phils. Inc, P164.6 million;
Pryce Gases Inc., P21.7
million; and Primary Trident
Marine Solutions Inc., P18.3
million.

Corrupt NFA officials removed; rice supply stabilized

said.
Alegado, who served as
mayor of Consolacion for
three consecutive terms, said
that she exposed the NFA rice
anomaly during the Senate
investigation.
NFA was not abolished,
but most of its functions
were repealed and the agency
was converted into a small
government office which was
only tasked to buy rice from
local farmers.
At present, Alegado said
Cebu is back to normal in rice
supply. EOB

Finance Secretary Carlos
Dominguez III has ordered
the Bureau of Internal
Revenue (BIR) to step up its
ongoing audit of the country’s
close to 30,000 registered
cooperatives to weed out
those that have abused the
tax incentives granted to them
under the law.
In a report to Dominguez,
the BIR said it has so far
sent audit notices to 474
cooperatives
across
the
country resulting in tax
assessments amounting to
P1.62 billion from which the
agency has so far collected
P250.35 million.
BIR deputy commissioner
Arnel
Guballa
reported
that the BIR has on record
a total of 29,623 registered
cooperatives
whose
tax
compliance amounted to P3
billion combined in 2017, but
which declined by 5.4 percent
to P2.84 billion in 2018.
Guballa
said
the
ongoing audit has uncovered
enterprises
with business
models
that
are
not
cooperatives, but claim to be
one so that they can enjoy tax
perks. He cited, for instance,
a “cooperative” that the
BIR had discovered to own
several gasoline filling stations.
Under the Tax Reform for
Acceleration and Inclusion
(TRAIN) Law, which took effect
on Jan. 1, 2018, cooperatives,
through
the
Cooperative
Development Authority (CDA)
are required to submit regular
reports on the fiscal incentives
they are enjoying.
The CDA, in turn, will

Consolacion, Cebu Vice
Mayor Teresa “Nene” P.
Alegado said that rice supply in
Cebu has been normalized after
corrupt officials of the National
Food Authority (NFA) were
transferred to Mindanao.
Alegado is the chairperson
of Grains Confederation of
the Philippines (Grecon)
with 600 active members in
Cebu and more than 100,000
nationwide.
She recalled that during

submit a consolidated report
to BIR for inclusion in the DOF
database created under the Tax
Incentives Management and
Transparency Act (TIMTA).
Under
TRAIN,
the
report includes “information
on the income tax, valueadded tax (VAT), and other
tax incentives availed of by
cooperatives registered and
enjoying incentives under
Republic Act (RA) No. 6938”
or the Cooperative Code of the
Philippines.
Joint
Administrative
Order (JAO) No. 1-2019
between the CDA and BIR was
signed by Dominguez last May
16 to implement these new
regulations under TRAIN.
With this directive, all
registered cooperatives are
required to file their tax returns
and pay their tax liabilities, if
any, using the electronic system
for filing and payment of taxes
of the BIR.
All registered cooperatives
that were issued Certificates
of Tax Exemption (CTEs)
and
which
subsequently
availed of tax incentives
are required under the
JAO to submit to the CDA
their
respective
Annual
Tax Incentives Reports on
or before April 30 of the
succeeding year or 15 days
from the deadline of filing
of their Annual Income Tax
Returns, depending on the
accounting period used.
A registered cooperative
that fails to comply with the
reportorial requirements will
have its CTE revoked, the JAO
states. The erring cooperative

the time when NFA was
lorded by corrupt officials,
around 500,000 bags of rice
disappeared a year ago and
that was the time the retailers
under “Bigasang Bayan” had
no allocation.
Bigasang Bayan was set up
by the government to sell NFA
rice to the poor families at the
price of as low as P27 per kilo.
When
rice
stocks
disappeared
from
NFA,
Grecon learned that some

will also be prohibited from
availing of the tax exemption
for a number of years or
from re-applying for the tax
exemption.
After the CDA has
submitted its masterlist of
registered cooperatives and
a Consolidated Annual Tax
Incentives Report, the BIR will
collate a list of cooperatives
which did not comply with the
reportorial requirement, “for
endorsement to the concerned
Revenue
District
Offices
(RDOs) for assessment and
collection of applicable taxes,”
the JAO states.
A first offense by a noncompliant cooperative will
result in the revocation of
its CTE and a prohibition on
availing of tax exemptions for a
period of one (1) year from the
date of revocation.
A second offense prohibits
a coop from availing of tax
exemptions for three years,
while a third offense bars it from
tax exemptions for five years.
A fourth offense prohibits
a coop from ever re-applying
for any tax exemption.
“Registered cooperatives
shall be liable for the payment
of taxes immediately upon
revocation of the certificate
of tax exemption, inclusive
of surcharge, interest and
compromise penalty. Upon
payment of taxes, registered
cooperatives can re-apply for
the issuance of certificate of
tax exemption which shall be
effective only upon the lapse
of the period of prohibition
to avail of the tax exemption,”
the JAO states.

were secretly brought to the
warehouse of unscrupulous
businessmen where some
Grecon members took pictures
and submitted it to the Cebu
Provincial Board.
Then Vice Governor Agnes
Magpale even scolded the NFA
officials they’ve summoned for
failure to explain why.
Alegado said Grecon also
discovered that corrupt NFA
officials made it appear that the
rice were shipped to Manila,

but through documents only.
The fact was the bulk of the
rice stocks were brought to the
warehouse of the unscrupulous
businessmen who sold it in the
block market.
“In our own eyes, we saw a
legalized robbery. Some of our
Grecon members said it was
a highway robbery. The poor
people suffered because lowincome families failed to buy
cheap rice as Bigasang Bayan
centers were empty,” Alegado
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Fil-Chinese group
backs tax reforms
Philippine tax rates to be
at par with neighbors

In photo from L-R are Peter Maquera, Globe myBusiness SVP and event keynote speaker Kate Krukiel,
entrepreneur, impact-maker, and Former Microsoft Global Director of Strategic Partnerships, and Raymond
Policarpio, Globe Business VP for Marketing and Product Management.

Globe innovation forum dares
enterprises on positive impact
Globe
Business,
the
enterprise arm of Globe, once
again gathers the country’s
top business and enterprise
leaders for a day of insightful
learning, discussion, and
sharing of best practices on
how leadership innovation
and digital transformation
can help sustain a company’s
competitiveness and relevance
in
today’s
ever-changing
landscape.
This year’s Leadership
Innovation Forum (LeadIn) with the theme “Catalyst:
Ignite Your Influence”, is Globe
Business’ way of challenging
its partners and clients to lead
its workforce to go beyond
business goals. It aspires to
instill the importance of creating
a positive societal impact and
leave a lasting legacy for years
to come.
“The
theme
Catalyst
greatly resonates with the
efforts that we do at Globe
Business,” said Peter Maquera,
Globe Business Senior Vice
President. “We have always
aimed to influence our
partners and clients to start

looking beyond their own
operations and see how their
efforts can positively impact
those around them and the
society as a whole.”
Lead-In
started
with
“Finding a bigger purpose” for
businesses in 2016 which then
led to “acting on the purpose”
of business the following year.
Last year, Globe Business
explored what it means to
build an innovative and
positive company culture-- to
create an “internal impact” or
spark a cultural revolution in
all of the businesses.
Maquera adds: ”We could
not be more ecstatic to see how
our journey, which started in
2016, has come to full fruition.
We started to help Phillippine
enterprises by finding and
acting on their purpose, then
it led to harnessing the power
of company culture and now,
we influence them to look
beyond so that they can create
an impact beyond the walls
of the enterprise. It truly has
come full circle.”
Katie Krukiel, Lead-In
2019 Keynote Speaker, talks

about “Bridging Business With
Social Good” where she shares
insights from her experiences
that she has gained through
the years of working with the
private and public sector,
non-profits, United Nations,
and Civil Society. Krukiel
is an entrepreneur, impactmaker, and Former Microsoft
Global Director of Strategic
Partnerships.
Jaime Augusto Zobel de
Ayala, Chairman and CEO
of Ayala Corporation, and
Benjie Yap, Chairman and
CEO of Unilever Philippines,
also shared experiences and
best practices on how their
companies have created a
positive societal impact.
Now on its tenth year, the
event urges enterprises to seize
the opportunity and create a
bigger impact, and contribute
to the development of the
country by constantly evolving
in their respective industries.
It also pushes companies to
be responsive and adaptive
in the challenging, fast, and
unpredictable circumstances
that they face today.

The
Federation
of
Filipino Chinese Chambers
of Commerce & Industry,
Inc.
(FFCCCII)
supports
the passage of CITIRA
(Comprehensive Income Tax
and Incentives Reform Act),
which would put the country’s
tax rate at par with those of
our neighboring countries.
This was the statement
issued by Dr. Henry Lim
Bon Liong, President of
(FFCCCII) even as he said
that FFCCCII has contributed
to nation-building and socioeconomic development ever
since its establishment 65
years ago in 1954 and has
continuously worked hand in
hand with the government in
pursuit of national economic
growth and social progress.
He further said that the
reduction in corporate incometax rates will improve the

competitiveness of Philippine
companies, and allow them to
use the tax savings to expand
their business or start new
ventures, help attract more
foreign direct investments, thus
increasing creation of new jobs.
The Chinese federation
also expressed support for the
efforts of the government to
improve the tax and customs
systems in our country so that it
can increase revenue collections
needed to deliver social services
and finance our many new
infrastructure projects.
FFCCCII also lauded
the government’s economic
reforms that have resulted
in continuous credit rating
upgrades from international
agencies, efforts to stabilize
inflation, programs for the
agriculture sector and the
government’s ‘Build, Build,
Build’ infrastructure program.

Legalize habal-habal
now, urges Angara
Motorcycles-for-hire have
long been around and for
some provinces, this is even a
considered a primary mode of
public transportation
“The demand for this
service simply cannot be
ignored, which is why I have
filed a bill seeking to legalize
the operation of motorcyclesfor-hire,” Angara said.
Republic Act 4136 or the
Land Transportation and
Traffic Code only allows the
registration of motorcycles for
either private or government
and prohibits its listing as a
vehicle for hire.
Senate Bill 1025 amends
the Land Transportation
and Traffic Code to allow
motorcycles to be registered
with the Land Transportation
Office as ‘for hire’ and may be

used as a commercial vehicle
to transport passengers and
goods.
In order to be registered
for transporting passengers,
a motorcycle must have
a
minimum
engine
displacement of 125 cubic
centimeters and a backbonetype built.
The LTO will be tasked to
ensure the roadworthiness of
motorcycles-for-hire before
they are registered.
To further ensure their
safety, no modifications on the
motorcycles will be allowed,
except for the installation, based
on safe engineering design
specifications, of motorcycle
luggage carriers, saddlebags,
step boards or foot pegs and
appropriate speed limiter and
monitoring device.
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The Philippines wins
at 2019 World Travel
Awards in Vietnam
The Philippines grabbed
two major awards as Asia’s
Leading Tourism Board and
Asia’s Dive Destination in
the recently concluded 2019
World Travel Awards held in
Phu Quoc Island, Vietnam last
on October 12, 2019 .
The country took home the
recognition for the first time
after a series of nominations
since 2016 for Asia’s Leading
Dive Destination and the

World’s
Leading
Dive
Destination award categories.
The
Philippines’
dive tourism sector has
been
identified
in
the
DOT’s
National
Tourism
Development Plan (NTDP)
2016 – 2022 as an industry
that would positively affect
the country’s international
inbound traffic and tourism
revenues.
“It is also joyous news

The Philippines’ dive destinations host diverse marine creatures such as this Pgymy seahorse found in
Southern Leyte. Credits to Dive Philippines. /JEROME KIM

that the country’s diving scene
is getting the attention it
deserves. This award only adds
to our motivation to promote
world-class Philippine dive
tourism that is anchored on
sustainability and inclusivity,”
shared
DOT
Secretary
Bernadette Romulo-Puyat.
The DOT has highlighted
Just in September, DOT’s
sustainable tourism action
plan snagged the first place in the
2019 Korea Partnership Initiative
on Sustainable Tourism (KOPIST)
held in Jeju and Seoul in South
Korea.

local dive destinations in its
campaign and hosted the Dive
Travel Mart in 2018 and
the Philippine International
Dive Expo in 2019 to tap new
markets.
The Philippines’ second
award was given to the
Department
of
Tourism
(DOT) which bested 11 other
countries to be hailed as
“Asia’s
Leading
Tourism
Board”.
DOT won the recognition
for its tourism programs
and efforts that resulted in
the significant double-digit

increase in the number of
foreign tourist arrivals in the
Philippines in the past year.
Tourism Secretary Puyat
credited the achievement to
the combined efforts of the
government and its partner
organizations.
Tourism
Undersecretary
Arturo Boncato Jr. receives
the two major awards the
Philippines won as Asia’s
Leading
Tourism
Board
and Asia’s Leading Dive
Destination at the 2019
World Travel Awards held in
Vietnam. Credits to DOT.

Want to telecommute at work? Make a program for it: DOLE
Telecommuting as an
alternative to working within
the employers’ work premises
is no simple work arrangement.
It can vary greatly for different
workers and for different
industries. Therefore, it must
be deliberately planned out.
DOLE-7
Regional
Director Salome O. Siaton
said, in a statement, that
a telecommuting program
should be put in place before
any telecommuting work
arrangement is allowed and
implemented in a certain
company.
Telecommuting or a type
of work arrangement that
allows an employee in the
private sector to work from
an alternative workplace with
the use of telecommunication
and/or computer technologies
would require a set of clearly
defined
guidelines
and
rules that would govern the
implementation
of
such
arrangement.

In the midst of the
worsening traffic problem and
the challenging daily commutes
that people have to endure
every single day, the DOLE-7
Head also sees telecommuting
as a way to help lessen road
congestion especially in the
primary cities of Cebu, where
the economic activities are
concentrated and the influx of
workers is generally felt.
“We
have
already
started doing information
dissemination about the new
Telecommuting Law. In fact,
it’s one of the topics forming
part of the learning sessions
conducted among the various
company-members of the
Industry Tripartite Councils
and
Tripartite
Industrial
Peace Councils in the Region,”
she said.
Companies, she said,
may offer a telecommuting
program to its employees
on a voluntary basis or as a
result of collective bargaining

agreement but must ensure
that telecommuting employees
are given the same treatment
as
that
of
comparable
employees working at the
employers’ premises.
She cautioned companies
though, to closely look
into the nitty-gritty of such
employment
arrangement
and see to it that both parties
– employer and employeesadhere to and be guided by
a mutually agreed policy or
agreement in telecommuting.
Relevant written information
must be provided to the
telecommuting employees in
order to adequately apprise
the individual employee the
terms and conditions of the
telecommuting
program
as well as the duration
of the program and the
employees’ rights, duties and
responsibilities.
“It is imperative that
both the employer and the
employees express mutual

consent to the implementation
of a telecommuting work
arrangement based on a
telecommuting
program
of the company, Collective
Bargaining
Agreement
if
unionized, and other company
rules
and
regulations,”
explained the Regional Head.
The
telecommuting
program, she added, should
stipulate
the
following,
namely: (1) Eligibility; (2)
Applicable code of conduct and
performance evaluation and
assessment; (3) Appropriate
alternative workplace; (4) Use
and cost of equipment; (5)
Work days and/or hours; (6)
Conditions of employment,
compensation, and benefits
particularly those unique to
telecommuting employees; (7)
Non-diminution of benefits;
(8)
Occupational
Safety
and Health; (8) Observance
of data privacy policy; (9)
Dispute
settlement;
and
Termination or change of

work arrangement.
“Whatever
is
being
provided
under
a
telecommuting
agreement,
it should be ensured that the
terms and conditions therein
should not be less than the
minimum labor standards
set by law and shall include
compensable work hours,
minimum number of work
hours, overtime, rest days,
entitlement to leave benefits,
social welfare benefits and
security of tenure,” said
Director Siaton.
Companies
interested
to adopt and implement
telecommuting
work
arrangement should notify
the DOLE by submitting
an
accomplished
DOLE
prescribed report form.
Department Order No.
202, Series of 2019 provides
the implementing rules and
regulations of Republic Act
No. 11165, otherwise known as
the “Telecommuting Act.”
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LIGHTER SIDE

FUn TRiVIA
The only 15 letter word that can be spelled without
repeating a letter is uncopyrightable.
A duck’s quack doesn’t echo
The word “Checkmate” in chess comes from the
Persian phrase “Shah Mat,” which means “the king
is dead.”

MAGTIGMUAY TA!
1. Naunsa man si Isko, iyang balay iyang
gilukdo.________
2. Ang liog gigapos, ang ulo sa yuta
gipuspos.________
3. Ang kahayag ni Eba sa tawo
makapakulba.________

A crocodile can’t stick its tongue out.

4. Anak sa dagat, usa ra ang bunga, daghan
ang sanga._____

The dot over the letter ‘i’ is called a tittle.

5. Buhok ni Maria , dili madupa._______

A handsome prize awaits anyone who can answer
all 5 riddles.
Instructions:
Write your answer opposite each riddle.
Cut the Magtigmuay Ta portion
Enclose it in an envelope with your name, address &
contact no.
Send it to:
Cebu Business Week
Room 310-A, WDC Building
Corner P. Burgos & Juan Luna Sts., Cebu City
Entries will be raffled off and only 5 winners will be
picked.
Names of winners will be published next issue and
notified for the claiming of prize
Winners must bring a valid ID to be able to claim the
prize
There will be a new set of riddles every week.
Persons affiliated with Cebu Business Week and
relatives of any of its personnel are disqualified from
joining.
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Former national player and current PBA head coach Pido Jarencio
joined the participants for a group photo after the successful TM Para
sa Bayan Basketball Clinic held recently in Albay.

Basketball clinics
unfold in Bohol
After its successful events
in Albay and Cebu, the
Republika ng TM Sports Para
sa Bayan will move to Panglao
in Bohol to bring its highlyanticipated basketball clinics
last October 20.
Globe
in
partnership
with Community Basketball
Association (CBA), a regionalbased basketball group that
champions the development
of the sport in the grassroots
level all over the country, held
the TM Sports Para sa Bayan
event in Sto. Domingo in Albay
and Lapu-Lapu City in Cebu
recently. The two activities drew
the participation of hundreds of
budding players and fans for
two weekends of learning the
rudiments of the most popular
game in the country.
Along with top officials of
CBA, some volunteer players
from the University of Sto.
Tomas and top notch colleges
and universities in Cebu, more
than two hundred kids showed
up in the clinics. And despite
the unpredictable weather
conditions, the participants
played their hearts out during
the two day sessions.
“We were very surprised
with the Albay turnout

because so many kids wanted
to be part of it. We also
didn’t anticipate that some
participants were a little bit
older than the usual kids
who show up in our previous
events. It only goes to show
that when it comes to learning
the game of basketball, there
is no age limit and shortage
of aspiring basketball players
who dream of playing for the
country or to the professional
leagues someday. The kids are
very fortunate that we have
Globe as a strong partner in
this project,” Carlo Maceda,
director of CBA, says.
Participants
received
important sessions on how to
further improve their skills
such as dribbling, passing,
shooting and defending They
also learned the value of
playing as a team and how
to improve their stamina,
physically and mentally.
Inspired by the warm
reception in Albay, the TM
Sports Para sa Bayan moved to
Lapu-Lapu City last Sunday.
“We all know that Cebu
is one of the hotbeds of
basketball in the country. It
has produced so outstanding
basketball players who have

played for the country and
in the Philippine Basketball
Association including the
reigning league Most Valuable
Player (MVP) for the last
five years June Mar Fajardo.
But just the same, we were
overwhelmed
with
the
enthusiasm and discipline
of the kids who joined the
clinics,” Miguel Bermundo,
Head for Citizenship and
Advocacy
Marketing
for
Globe, adds.
Organizers
welcomed
more participants in the
Bohol leg that conducted at
the Panglao Cultural Centre
in Poblacion, Panglao from
1-5pm. Plans are also in the
works to bring the basketball
clinics Masbate in the next few
weeks.
The TM Sports Para
sa Bayan aims to provide
underprivileged kids, especially
out-of-school-youths, the basic
skills and tools for the games
they love such as basketball,
football and volleyball. Aside
from learning the basics of the
game, the program also teaches
kids the value of education,
discipline, camaraderie and
sportsmanship through team
sports.

CIT-U Wildcats finishes off
USJR Jaguars in CESAFI
collegiate basketball game
With a final close score
of 82-79, the Cebu Institute
of Technology University
(CIT-U) Wildcats clawed
the University of San Jose
Recoletos (USJ-R) Jaguars in
the Cesafi collegiate game
Saturday, October 19, 2019 at
the Cebu Coliseum.
The USJ-R Jaguars was
last year’s runner-up in the
same collegiate match.
The exciting match saw
CIT-U’s John Carl Escalona
and Clark Adrian Con-ui
pulling CIT-U to victory with
their three point shots..
The Wildcats now take

the sixth place with a win-loss
record of 2-6 while the Jaguars
now dwell at the bottom with a
2-7 card.
CIT-U was playing without
Jemcerson Sable and Mark
Christian Kong who were
attending their graduation rites.
BOXSCORES:
CIT-U
Wildcats (82) – Alorro 25,
Ventura 15, Clarete 10, Proel
8, Escalona 7, Jabonete 7,
Con-ui 6.
USJ-R Jaguars (79) –
Echavez 23, Gastador 19,
Camara 11, Pascua 9, Robles
6, Solomon 4, Mendoza 3,
Butcon 2, Rodriguez 2.

